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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to describe the results of a 

researcher-constructed, critical reading assessment administered 

to 224 college students ( 133 first-year s.tudents and 91 third

year students) enrolled in a three-year degree program, Sub

jects were tested on two, longer, topic-related, expository 

selections. 

Statistical analysis indicated that total performance 

score and type of conclusion reached about the selections read 

were significantly related to the ability to recognize over

generalizations and contrasting views. Analysis also indicated 

that those subjects (a) with the higher academic averages, (b) 

who were humanities majors, (c) had a New York State regents 

diploma, and/or were college seniors scored highest on this 

assessment. 

Finally, Gutman scaling supported the difficulty ranking 

-:for the opinion/interpretat-fon- it-ems .~ rt- d-id not support the·--

rankings for the literal comprehension and contrast it3ms, 
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Chapter I 

Statement of the Problem 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of the present study is to determine 

the content validity of a researcher-designed, critical reading 

assessment. This assessment is an attempt to measure six sub

skills involved in the critical reading of two topic - related, 

expository selections. The secondary purpose of the study is 

to describe the performance of subjects to whom the assessment 

was administered . 

Questions to be Answered 

1. Does the assessment produce a normal range of variabil

itr in the total performance scores? 

2. Is there a relationship between the type of conclusion 

draw~ oy suoJect~ and tneir performance scores for otner suo

skill categories? 

J. Is there a relationship between performance on more 

difficult items and performance on items of less difficulty for 

the skill categories of literal comprehension, recognition of 

contrasts, and opinion/interpretation recognition? 

4. Is there a relationship between a subject's total per

formance score and other factors, such as scholastic performance, 



grade level and sex? 

5. Is there a relationship between a subject's subskill 

category ·performance scores and other factors such as scholastic 

performance, grade level and sex? 

Need for the Study 

There is no question among reading specialists as to the 

importance of reading critically. Definitions of critical 

reading, however, vary greatly (Huus, 1971; Marksheffel, 1966; 

Russell, 1959: Williams, 1969) . Accordingly, the lists of 

subskills necessary for critical reading vary just as much, 

especially if a distinction is not made between the critical 

reading of expository material and the critical reading of 

fiction. 

There have been several recent attempts to measure critical 

o measure tr1TssRfl"Tr'i:ave een 

--either irP1-estigai;or-designed- or- borrowed- from a pre¥-ious researcher 

in this area . The subskills of critical reading included in 

these instruments have varied just. as the previously mentioned 

lists vary. . In describing the results of their studies, these 

researchers have reported the performances of subjects according 

to categories such as sex, age and intelligence, concluding that 

there is or is not a significant relationship between critical 

reading ability and these other factors. There appears to be 

2 



little concern for the content validity of their instruments 

whether it has indeed measured the skill and/or subskills of 

critical reading. 

Aside from the abovementioned deficiency in validation of 

instruments, a basic problem appears to be one of trying to 

measure too much with too little. The Ohio State University 

Critical Reading Test (1967), for example, attempts to measure 

twenty factors (subskills) involved in the critical reading of 

expository and/or fictional material. Additionally, of those 

twenty factors, fifteen are measured by only one or two items. 

There is a multitude of subskills involved in the critical 

reading of fiction and an equal number involved in the critical 

reading of expository materials. These skills do not always 

overlap. The subskiils involved in critically reading Konrad 

---I,0re-flz_!_s-Bn- Agg!es-s-i---en- are-not--the--sam-e-as--thos-e--rrec-essa~o-----------

cri tically read Randall Jarrell's The Death of the Ball T~t~--------

Gunner. Furthermore, not all fiction and expository pieces demand 

proficiency in all of the subskills related to each type of 

writing . A particular expository article may require that the 

reader be able to recognize opinion and overgeneralization, but 

not inference because the author has explicitly stated his views. 

Therefore, it does not appear unreasonable for several 

critical reading tests, of two major types, to exist. The first 

type of tests would measure only those subskills related to 

3 



fictional writing. The second type would measure only those 

subskills necessary for the critical reading of expository 

writing. 

The present study is an attempt t .o devise a test of the 

second type. The subskills to be considered are the abilities 

to: (1) comprehend literally; (2) recognize overgeneralizations; 

(3) recognize fact and opinion/interpretations; (4) compare; (5) 

contrast; :;i.nd (6) reach a conclusion through evaluation of what 

has been read. 

Definitions of Terms 

content validity - the extent to which the content of the test 

represents a balanced and adequate sampling 

of the outcomes of the course or instructional 

program it is intended to cover. 

critical reading - the subskills literal comprehension, recog

nition of overgeneralizations, recognition 

of fact and opinion/interpretation, compari

son, contrasting and reaching a conclusion 

through evaluation of what has been read. 

literal comprehension - the ability to correctly respond to 

questions, the answers to which are explicitly 

stated in the text . 

overgeneralization - inflexible statements of assertion that 

4 



offer no exceptions to hard and fast rules or 

principles. 

factual statement - a statement, the components of which may be 

tested objectively to determine their validity. 

interpretation/opinion - value judgments made by the observer of 

an event or events. These may be defined 

separately, but are often p.opl,llarly used 

interchangeably and have been combined on 

this assessment for that reason. 

compare - to observe the similarity(ies) ·of two authors' dis

cussions on the same topic. 

contrast - to observe the difference(s) between two authors' 

discussions on the same topic. 

conclusion - The last part of a chain of reasoning; judgment, 

decision, or opinion er 1nves 1-

--~-- ---------,gation- o:r---thoug-ht-.---. --~---------

Limitations of the Study 

Because this is a researcher-constructed assessment, the 

following conditions exist: 

1. it is not a standardized test; 

2. it was not constructed by specialists in the area of 

critical reading, although the researcher did consult 

with ·professors of reading education. 

5 



Therefore, because this is a pilot study, the description of 

results will be confined to assessing the content validity of the 

instrument and describing the performance of subjects involved in 

the study. 

Also, there is only one item attempting to measure the 

reader's ability to reach a critical conclusion in re expository 

materials, However, because a subject must state the reasoning 

behind the conclusion drawn, it is hoped that this single item 

will indicate a particular subject's ability to reach a critical 

conclusion when reading expository materials which involve the 

same subskills measured by this assessment. 

Summary 

To this researcher's knowledge, there does not exist an 

instrument with which to measure a reader's ability to critically 

read two topic-related, longer, expository selections. If reading 

specialists are in agreement that critical reading of related 

expository material is a skill important for an adult to function 

effectively in society (Cameron, 1968; Harris, 1975), then it 

appears equally important that there be a means for determining 

whether or not this person has acquired this skill by the time 

formal schooling is nearing completion. 

This is a small area of the total field of critical reading, 

and this assessment is an attempt to devise an instrument which will 

measure proficiency within that area. 

6 



Chapter II 

Review of the Literature 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of the present study is to determine 

the content validity of a researcher-constructed, critical 

reading assessment. This assessment is an attempt to 

measur:_e six subskills involved in the critical reading of 

two topic-related, longer, expository selections. The secon

dary purpose of the study is to describe the performance of 

subjects to whom the assessment was ad.ministered. 

Areas of Research 

Three areas of research appear relevant to this study: 

1. definitions of critical reading, and the subskills con

sidered pertinent to critical reading; 

2. the expressed need for proficiency in critical reading 

and, by extension, the need for instruments which measure 

the degree of proficiency in this skill; and 

3, the results of previous attempts to measure proficiency 

in critical reading. 

Critical Reading and its Subskills· 

As previouii\ly mentioned, definitions of critical reading 

vary. An author's definition of tl:is skill appears dependent 

upon whether or not he is concerned with the reading of fie-
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tional materials, expository selections, or both. These 

concerns are in turn affected by whether or not the author is: 

(a) concentrating upon certain subskills involved in critical 

reading which he feels have been neglected; (b) proposing a 

strategy for teaching certain subskills at specific grade 

levels; or (c) attempting to measure the entire area of 

critical reading. In some instances, the author's definition 

is not explicitly stated; but rather, His inferred by the 

listing of subskills thought pertinent to the act of critical 

reading. 

The general consensus, however, is that critical reading 

is the act of evaluating and passing judgment upon what is 

read, based upon some known standards or norms. This broad 

definition is applicable to both expository and fictional 

materials. It is the amplification of this definition that 

appears to create the inconsistencies in defining critical 

reading and its subskills to which Lundsteen and Hackett (1969), 

Wolf, Huck & King (1967), and Robbins (1977) have referred. 

Wardeberg (1967) said the critical reader must be an 

"artist of appreciation," having developed taste, discrimina

tion and insight. Harris (1975) defined critical reading as 

involving the "comparison of two or more sources of information .•• 

considering new ideas or information in the light of one's 

previous knowledge· and beliefs •.. and the ability to detect 

and resist the influences of undesirable propaganda. If ( One 
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wonders how Harris defines desirable propaganda.) Russell (1963) 

stated that the critical read.er simply applies critical thinking 

to the act of reading. He defined critical thinking as involv

ing.questioning and reserving judgment, logical inq_uiry and 

problem-solving, and evaluating by some norm or standard. "It 

is," according to Russell, "a logical examination of data which 

avoids fallacies and judgments on an emotional basis only." 

Taschow (1972) stated that the critical read.er must react 

emotionally as well as intellectually. The Montgomery County 

Public Schools report (1974) defined evaluation as being both 

subjective and objective, Robinso~ (1964) defined critical 

reading a.s the "judgment of the veracity, validity, or worth '. 

of what is read, based upon sound criteria or standards 

developed through previous experiences," 

A source of inconsistency appears to lie in how one defines 

norms or standards. All agree that the norms or standards are 

derived from previous experience. Heilman (1.970) stated that 

"it is likely that the greatest barrier to aritical- read.irtg is 

the reader's lack of background and experience." But he also. 

stated that the "reader's previous experiences or attitudes 

interfere with the analysis and evaluation of what he reads." 

In the evaluation of fictional material, the reader may judge 

the actions of a character as "good" or "bad" based upon his 

own values and/or how he thinks he or someone he knows would 

react in a similar situation. These values and the assessment 
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of how someone other than the character might react are based 

upon the reader's previous experiences. Furthermore, the 

reader may accept or reject the works of a fictional writer 

based upon some preferences for particular styles of writing, . 

These preferences also are based upon previous experiences. 

In this reading situation, the reaction is subjective. The 

reader is expected to react personally (Williams, 1959; 

Jacobs and Searfoss, 1977), 

The previous experiences for the critical reader of 

expository materials, however, are of a different type. 

In this reading situation, personal attitudes interfere with 

the reader's evaluation of what is being read. The previous 

. experiences in this case are factual knowledge about the 

subject being discussed which will help in evaluating the 

validity of what has been written. The standards or norms 

are objective and based upon logic. 

In defining critical reading, many authors do not differ

entiate between the two types of writing and the personal 

experiences as well as individual subskills indigenous to the 

critical reading of each. The result of this lack of differ

entiation is confusion as to how critical reading is defined 

and exactly what subskills are involved (King, 1968; Jenkinson, 

1969; and Robbins, 1977). 

Accordingly, the lists of subskills vary in length and 

specificity. Either there is an attempt to list all possible 
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subskills without indicating which subskills apply to fictional 

material and which apply to expository material, or the list 

contains a few subskills which relate to one or the other 

type of writing without acknowledging which type, and/or 

that the list is a p-1rtial one. 

DeBoer (1946) said the critical reader must be active, 

· distinguish between relevant and irrelevant material, and be 

skeptical in order to evaluate evidence and conclusions. Smith 

(1963) included: an inquiring attitude; willingness to read 

as long as it takes to find the truth; evaluation; "deciding 

upon truthfulness, bias, authenticity"; and reacting personally 

to what the author has stated "based upon experience, facts 

gleaned :from various sources, or possibly as a result of clear

cut reasoning." 

Cohen (1967) included four subskills: identifying setting; 

character development; thematic approach; and analogies. McCord 

(1967) asked that the reader recognize bias and look at: the 

qualifications of the author; the authenticity of factual 

material; and the financial source for the writing and publish

ing of the material. 

Morse and McCune (1971) included: distinguishing between 

statements of fact and statements of motive; recognizing bias; 

drawing inferences; and evaluating sources of information. 

Biberstine (1975) listed the subskills of: comparing and con

trasting; collecting and organizing information; and decision-
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making. 

The Montgomery County Schools report listed the following 

as critical reading/critical thinking skills: (1) word meanings; 

(2) location/recall; (3) translation; (4) interpretation; (5) 

prediction; (6) application; (?) analysis; (8) synthesis; and 

(9) evaluation. · Roe (1978) included "the need to sort out 

fact from opinion, truth from half-truth, information from 

emotion." 
.;... 

Other, longer lists of critical reading subskills are 

included in Appendix A. The first of these lists (Raciti, 

1969) includes two skills which appear contradictory: "under

stand need to suspend judgment until more information is known"; 

and "be willing to accept the ideas of the author if he is an 

expert." The other two lists are the most inclusive and specific. 

However, they, with the others, do not dtfferentiate between 

which subskills apply to fictional writing and which apply to 

expository. 

The Need for Proficiency in Critical Reading 

There is no dispute among reading specialists as to the 

importance of being able to read critically . Proficiency in 

this skill is deemed necessary for the adult to function 

successfully within society. To function successfully is to be 

intelligently involved in the decisions which affect one's 

daily existence on the public and private levels (Cameron, 1968). 

12 



Similar justifications· are given by McCord (1967), Wolf (i968), 

Bloom (1971), Cahn (1974), and Roe (1978). 

:McCord saw critical reading as a vital skill without which 

the reader is unable to use effectively what has been read. 

Both Wolf and Roe stated that, with the yearly increase in the 

quantity of printed materials, the need · for critical reading 

increased proportionately. Bloom saw it as the responsibility 

of every adult to evaluate and "solve the problems of the 

world. In a democracy, the need for evaluation is apparent." 

Using Piaget's definition of intelligence, Cahn stated 

that in order for an adult to comprehend the world in which one 

lives and "to build or discover new structures within it,'-' that 

person must have the ability to solve problems. And the ability 

to solve problems, according to Cahn, is dependent upon the 

skill of critical reading. 

Other specialists have implied the need for critical 

reading through their suggested strategies and7or their call 

for- the teaching of- this skill- at- the- va:rrous- grade- levels 

(Sailor, 1967; D'Angelo, 1971; Duquette, 1973; Greer, 1973; 

and Queen, 1973), 

Until recent years, reading teachers/specialists have 

considered critical reading to be at the top of the reading 

skills ladder. The reasoning was that because the . reader must 

be a,ble to decode and understand literally before reading 

critically, then that reader must have an abundance of the 
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former two skills before attempting the latter. Most of the 

research prior to 1967 indicates that criti.cal reading was the 

concern of teachers and researchers as it applied to high 

school students (King , 1968). 

In the last ten years, the concern for teaching critical 

reading at the secbndary level has not diminished. There has 

been, however, a re-evaluation of how early in the reading 

program some of the subskills should be taught (Wolf, 1968; 

Raciti, 1969; and Haschow, 1972). It is generally agreed 

that .the teaching of critical reading can and should begin in 

the primary grad.es. Additionally, the literature shows a demand 

for the continuation of instruction through the college level 

(Lee , 1967; Stanton, 1969; Downey, 1974 and Halli.den, 1977), 

Previous Attempts to Measu.re Critical -q eading Proficiency 

Several attempts have been made t o measu.re the critical 

---r ead-in g-prof--ic-l-ency- of'-st-ud-en-b-s-gr·ertt1"ed-aeeerd-:h 1g- t-e-se*~,-------------

intelligence I and grade level. Other studies have compared 

critical reading ability to general reading ability and/or 

various subskills involved in comprehension of r eading materials. 

One has investigated the relationship between critical reading 

and critical thinking ; another has studied the effects of reading 

rate and anxiety upon critical reading ability . Other related 

studies considered regional differences in .this skill and the 

effects of authority-based statements upon critical r eading . 
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Gall (1973) investigated the relationships between 

critical reading skill and sex, intelligence and general 

reading achievement, as well as possible differences in 

proficiency between students at the fourth, fifth, and sixth 

grade levels. She found: a significant difference .in critical 

reading ability between grade levels; a strong relationship 

between critical reading and intelligence, and general 

reading ability and critical reading; and no significant 

difference between the sexes. Her instrument was a JO-item, 

investigator-devised assessment. 

Johnson's study (1974) also looked at grade level and 

sex differences. Again, grade level was found to be signi

ficant and sex not. The instrument was researcher-constructed. 

The Wolf, Huck and King study (1967) attempted to deter

mine whether or not critical reading could be taught at the 

elementary grade levels. (A complete list of subskills 

included on their instrument - The Ohio State University 

Critical Reading Test - can be found in Appendix A. However, 

there are three forms of the test, and each form does not 

include all of the subskills.) The experimental group at each 

grade level was instructed in the critical reading of fictional 

material, while each control group worked in a basal reader 

program. 

Grades one through six experimental groups did consis

tently better than the control groups on the logic section of 

15 



of the posttest. Only the grade three experimental group 

did significantly better than the grade equivalent control 

group on all three sections of the test. The performance on 

the logic section is interesting in light of ·Lundsteen and 

Hackett's (1969) reference to how little time was spent on 

reading to develop the skills involved, 

As with the Gall study, the Half, Huck & King research 

indicates a high correla.tion between intelligence and critical 

reading ability, However, in comparing low IQ subjects in the 

experimental and control groups, this ~t.udy found an increase 

in subskills for the experimental group which would indicate 

that low intelligence does not preclude increasing critical 

reading ability. 

An earlier observation in reference to the Wolf, Huck & 

King study should be considered. Of the twenty subskills 

included on one form of the instrument, fifteenof these were 

measured by only one or two items. Additionally, one might 

question how each subskill is defined by the test item used-

to measure that subskill. An example of this is an item 

intended to measure the ability to contrast two paragraphs 

which discuss seashells. The subject is asked to choose which 

answer describes the two paragraphs. Three of the four possible 

answers describe one or the other paragraph erroneously, This 

item appears to measure the ability to recognize main idea 

rather than contrasting . 
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Heiman (1976) used the Wolf, Huck & King instrument to 

measure the effects of instruction in logical thinking upon 

fourth, fifth, and sixth graders. She concluded that the 

treatment had a significant effect (p ,001), but q_uestioned 

whether the effect was related to the concepts taught, materials 

used, the methcxl of instruction, or some combination of these 

factors. She also found that "the effect of grade and sex 

. related to children's scores was unclear." 

Robbins (1977) considered the relationships between 

critical reading and "selected measures of literal and inter- · 

pretive reading." Her test materials included unrelated 

paragraphs from social science texts. Skills included as 

literal were: main idea; noting details; and vocabulary, 

Interpretation skills were: recognizing point of view; dis

tinguishing between fact and opinion; inference; pertinence 

("ability to select data which are pertinent to support the 

author's point of view"); competence (of the author); and 

sufficiency ("whether the author presents sufficient data to 

support his point of view"). Critical reading wa.s defined as 

the reader's ability to "judge the truthfulness of the author's 

point of view." To measure this skill, the subject was asked 

to judge the degree of truthfulness of a series of statements 

related to a paragraph previously read. 

The strongest relationship .was between interpretive skills 

proficiency and critical reading. "The association of the 



literal with the critical was controlled by the interpretive, 

but the relationship of the interpretive with the critical was 

not controlled by the literal." The following subskills were 

found to be significantly related to critical reading: main 

idea; point of view; pertinence; competence; sufficiency; and 

distinguishing between fact and opinion. The strongest 

relationship was with fact and opinion, with sufficiency being 

the next strongest. 

Robbins also administered the paragraph meaning section of 

the Stanford Achi.eveTilent Test for a general reading score • . No 

significant relationship was found between that score and 

cri.t:tcal reading ability. 

Sochor (1958) and Maney (1958) also found no significant 

correlation between general reading ability and critical 

reading proficiency. Sochor found a .23 correl2.tion using 

science text materials, while Maney arrived at a .11 correlation 

using material from a social studies text. Maney also found a 

.67 correlation between intelligence scores and critical reading 

ability, confirming Sochor's earlier similar correlation for 

these two variables. 

Garis (1940) found no relationship between a subject's 

literal comprehension and critical reading ability. Her assess

ment of critical reading proficiency measured the subject's 

ability to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant material. 

The subject was given a problem to solve and asked to select 
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among an a.ssortment of source materials those which were 

relevant to the solution of the problem. She found that a 

majority of the intermediate grade subjects in her study were 

unable to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant materials. 

Van Voorhes ( 1974) administered a critica,l thinking test 

to determine the effects of rate and anxiety upon critical 

reading. His slow and fast readers all had an IQ of 120 or 

higher and all had scored above the median on the vocabulary 

and comprehension sections of a standardized test. Under 

timed and untimed conditions, Van Voorhes found that fast 

readers were more critical readers. But low anxiety readers 

scored significantly higher than high anxiety readers, regard

less of rate. Van Voorhes justified the use of a critical 

thinking appraisal by saying that such an appraisal "necessi

tates critical reading." 

DoW'ney (1976) investigated "critical thinking while reading." 

His instrument contained eighty items "to determine student 

ability to detect fallacies in reasoning." The readability of 

the instrument, according to this researcher, ranged from 3.5 

to 14.0, and was administered to college freshmen and sophomores. 

He found no difference for sex, a significant difference between 

grade levels, a high correlation between general reading ability 

and "critical reading," and a significant relationship between 

intelligence and "selected critical reading skills." The 

particular skills were not given. 
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Follman (1970) investigated the correlation between 

critical thinking and critical reading. The Watson-Glaser 

Critical Thinking Appra.isal was used to measure critical 

thinking ability. In testing the critical reading ability 

of twelfth grade subjects, Follman used the ~eading Compre

hension Test (Critical Reading), devised by Martin (1939), 

Of the fifty items included on this test - five relate to 

main idea, fifteen to specific details, fifteen are vocabu

lary items, five test cause and effect, and ten measure 

inference. 

He found a strong correlation between total performance 

scores, but that individual items on the Watson-Glaser did 

not consistently discriminate between critical and non

critical readers (She hell, 1977). However, as Robbins 

pointed out, the F'ollman study includes too few subskills 

considered directly related to critical reading ability~·-------------~ 

Sullivan (1977) used a test devised by Maw (1959) to 

compare "testing strategies in critical reading of good ancl 

poor comprehenders." She fourrl no significant relationships 

between errors made on the STEP Reading 'rest, Form~ and the 

Maw instrument for the two groups. The Maw instrument was 

intended to measure critical thinking ability and contains 

single sentence items which are topically unrelated. 

Hovland and Weiss (1951) and Whitehead (1971) examined 

the effect of source credibility. In the Hovland and W~iss 
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study, four articles were given to two groups. The source for 

the articles was given high credibility (by the researcher~) 

for one group and low credibility for tne other. The high 

credibility group rated the ideas expressed in the articles 

as "fair" and changed their opinions on the topic three and 

one half times more than the low credibility group. 

In the Whitehead study, two speeches were given to two 

g-oups. Quotes in one speech were attributed to an authority, 

q_uotes in the other were simply given as the opinions of the 

speaker.. Whitehead concluded that critical readers were "not 

impressed" by either speech, whereas "poor" critical readers 

were "impressed" by the speech which cited the authority. 

No information was given as to how subjects were measured as 

being "good" or "poor" critical readers. 

In measuring regional differences between subjectsi 

Gadway (1973) considered the abilities to ''analyze and reason" 

and the subjects' "reactions to or opinion about the passages." 

All test item examples given in the final report were related 

to fictional material. 

Jacobs and Searfoss (1977) have distinguished and attempted 

to measure critical reading in their Diagnostic Reading Inventory. 

There are some q_uestions measuring the subject's ability to 

draw inferences which could ,just as easily fit within the 

designers' inference category of comprehension. However, most 

of the q_uestions ask for value judgmrnts which are indigenous 
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to the critical reading of fictional material, which this test 

contains.- Some examples are: "Is stealing from your parents 

stealing? Explain."; "Who do you feel is right, Woodie, or 

his parents? Explain."; and "Should Ken have thrown the 

trap?" 

Critica,l reading has been variously defined, and its 

definition appears dependent upon the researcher's purpose 

in discussing this area of reading. The common denominator 

of these definitions and the subskills involved is that critical 

reading is the act of evaluating and passing judgment upon what 

is read., based upon some known standa.rcls or norms. 

Researchers in the area of critical :reading and reading 

specialists in general are agreed that this skill is important 

if one is to function successfully within society. Recognizing 

the importance of this skill has resulted in attempts to 

measure its attainment. 

However, two conditions exist which lead to confusing and/ 

or conflicting findings. The first of these is directly 

related to the lack of agreement upon a definition of critical 

reading and how it. relates to the reading process. Is it 

valid to use a test of critical thinking to measure critical 

reading? One might assume that critical reading and critical 

thinking are related. But how strong is the correlation, and 
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what other factors might be related to critical reading that a 

critical thinking appraisal does not measure? What literal 

or interpretive skills are necessary for critical reading? Are 

they all necessary for critical reading? Are they all necessary, 

but not sufficient factors? Are some of them both necessary 

and sufficient factors? 

The second condition is related to the descriptions of the 

studies and the instruments used. Are enough items included 

for the measurement of a subskill? Do the items really measure 

the subskill they are intended to measure, or are they measuring 

some other subskill? Does the researcher recognize- that there 

are subskills involved? Is the instrument which explains and 

defines the terminal behavior measuring the subject's attain

ment of that skill, or merely his ability to follow directions 

and produce that behavior on those particular test items? Is 

the critical reading of brief and unrelated test items equiva

lent to the critical reading of a twenty page chapter in a 

textbook? Does ,the instrument include fictional and/or exposi

tory test items? Is the critical reader of expository writing 

a critical reader of fictional writing? What is the level of 

significance? How "strong" is a strong correlation? What was 

the strength of other correlational statistics? 

To answer these questions and devis~ adequate measures of 

critical reading profi.ciency, researchers must have complete 

descriptions of study instruments, as well as study results, of 

prior investigations. 
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Chapter III 

Design of the Study 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of the present study is to determine 

the content validity of a researcher-constructed, critical 

reading assessment. This assessment is an attempt to measure 

six subskills involved in the critical reading of two topic

related, longer, expository selections. The secondary purpose 

of the study is to describe the performance of subjects to whom · 

the assessment was administered. 

Subjects 

The assessment was administered to 224 college students 
I 

(133 first-year students and 91 third-year students) enrolled 

in a three-year undergraduate degree .program. It was administered 

during the last two weeks of the sc.hool year. 

Instrument 

This untimed assessment (Appendix B) is comprised of the 

following: two topic-related, expository selections which are 

1,084 and 880 words in length, with the corrected grade level 

score for each selection being 7th - 8th grade, according to the 

Dale-Chall formula for estimating readability. The topic of 

both selections is the behavior of Americans as a group. 
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There are twenty-nine test items in the following subskill 

categories (number of items testing each skill follows each 

catee;ory): literal comprehension - 4; recognition of over-

generalization - 4; recognition of factual and opinion/inter-

pretation statements - 9; comparisons - 6; contrasts - 5; and 

conclusion ,_ 1. 

Description of Test Items 

The literal comprehension test items are open-ended. 

Subjects are asked to answer two questions for each selection, 

the answers to which are stated in the text. Ranking of literal 

comprehension items from lesser to greater difficulty is: item 1; 

item 2; item ?; and item 6. The simplicity with which the desired 

answer was stated in the text was the criterion for assessing 

difficulty. 

The format for the overgeneralization items is as follows. 

The subject is asked whether or no:i:: irst autn,.;o;c;,r .--------,.o""vne,-,r""-=-::--------~----------J 

generalizes. He-is then asked-, "If you answered "Yes," give 

~wo examples from his selection to support your answer." The 

same procedure is followed in re the second author. 

The factua.l and opinion/interpretation statement items are 

in the form of quotations taken from the selections. All of the 

factual statements are taken from the second selection, as there 

are no factual statements in the first. Three of .the opinion/ 

interpretation statements come from the first selection and two 
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from the second selection. Subjects are asked to judge whether 

each quotation is: (a) a factual statement that can be proven 

or disproven, or (b) an opinion/interpretation. The ranking of 

the opinion/interpretation items from lesser to greater difficulty 

is: item 10; item 3; item 5: item 13; and item 4. The criterion 

for ranking these items was the amount of descriptive language 

used in the statements. 

The compare and contrast items are in the following form: 

subjects are given a list of nine topics "that might be discussed 

in relation to Americans and their behavior," a.nd asked to circle 

those topics which "both authors discuss in their analyses of 

American behavior." Subjects are then asked to discuss the 

"similarities and/or differences in the authors' views" on each 

of the topics they have selected. There are five common topics, 

one of which (materialism) is treated both similarly and differ

ently by the authors. The remaining four topics are viewed 

differently by the authors. The ranking of contrast i terns from 

lesser to greater difficulty is: item 38; item 39; item 37; 

item 41; and item l.i,Q, The criterion for ranking these items was 

the amount of time the authors spent discussing the topics, 

The conclusion item is open-ended. The subject is asked, 

"Based. upon these two selections, what conclusion can the read.er 

come to concerning American character?" and, "What are your reasons 

for reaching this conclusion?" Four types of conclusions were 
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ant.icipated: 

Type I - critical - the subject does not accept any of the 

arguments advanced by either author and decides that 

no conclusion can be reached by the reader due to 

lack of substantiation by the authors; 

Type I! - semi-critical - the subject disregards the lack 

of substantiation and concludes that: . (a) Americans 

are materialistic, because it is the only charac

teristic upon which the authors agree; or (b) no 

conclusion can be reached because the authors dis

agree on each commonly discussed characteristic; 

Type III - non-critical A - the subject concludes that 

Americans :posses.s all or most of the characteris

tics discussed by the authors because the authors 

said Americans possess those characteristics; 

Type IV - non-critical' B - the subject: a) disagrees with 

the authors' characterizations of--A:mericans and 

characterizes Americans according to his own 

opinions on the topic, or (b) reaches a conclusion 

purportedly based upon the selections but which 

reflects lack of comprehension of the material rea~. 

One point is assigned to each corrently answered item for a 

total of twenty-nine possible points. A Type I conclusion was 

considered the only correct response to the conclusion item. 
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Statistical Analysis 

The SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was 

used to analyze the data. The Oneway Program was used to compare: 

(1) the mean subskill category performance scores of subjects 

grouped according to (a) type of conclusion reached, (b) academic 

performance, and (c) major; and (2) the: mean total performance 

scores of students grouped according to (a) type of conclusion 

reached, (b) academic performance, and (c) major. 

Several _:t-tests have been used to compare (1) the mean 

difference in a subskill category performance between: (a) first 

and third year subjects; (b) males and females; and (c) regents 

and non-regents subjects; (2) the mean total performance scores 

of subjects grouped according to (a) first and third year sub

jects, (b) males and females, and (c) regents and non-regents 

subjects. 

The Gutman Scale was used to analyze the difficulty rankings 

--f-or- the- :ttt-era-1,-----opin :tonftnterpretat--i-on,-----and- c-ontras t- items • 

Summary 

A researcher-construct.ed assessment of six subskills 

involved in the critical reading of two topic-related, longer, 

expository selections was administered to 224 first and third 

year college students. The SPSS was used to: (a) determine the 

content validity of the assessment, and (b) describe the perform

ance of the subjects to whom the assessment was administered. 
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Cha.pt,9r IV 

St~tistical Analysis 

Purpose 

The prima,ry purpose of the present study is to determine 

the content validity of a researcher-constructed, critical 

reading assessment. This assessment is an attempt to measure 

six subskills involved in the critical reading of two topic

related, longer, expository selections. The secondary purpose 

of the study is to describe the performance of subj2cts to 

whom the assessment was administ ered. 

Findings 

The mean score on this twenty-nine point assessm-:!nt was 

18 .46 w:i.th the range behreen eight and tw'3nty- ,3ic;ht points. 

Th3 standard error ,,a s .294 and the sta.ndard deviation was 4 .I.J.0. 

------'l'--l=IB---fle-FG-e-ri.t,a§@s-Gf'-&-t1-- Jec±JJ~r..es.po.ndin.,. c..or.r..ac.±.~'!-'"'*----------------.-t: 

- ~ correctly to all of the items of each subskill category is 

illustrated by Figure 1. 

Approximately one-,h"l. lf of the subjects correctly identi

fied all the factual statements, with only 1.3 percent 

incorrectly identifying all of the stat0ments a.s j_nterpre--

tations or opinions. The next hip;hest category was correct 

response to literal questions, with 33.5 percent of the sub

jects responding correctly to all of them. In scoring these 

i terns, only complete answ"!rs were assigned a point. For 
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8Xample , the correc"t response to one of the items was, "colonial 

and 19th century New Ern;land and. the South before the Civil War," 

If a subject omittecl "c olonial" or "19th c entury", the answer 

was considered incorrect. 
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28.1 
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•-----! j I 1'-----i--\----

10 - i I l 1 · l! 1, \ I 
i l : ! 

I \ J,l • I 1.2, ! 1 2 ·2 ' I j Ji- I ,!!-t?. 

L ~t~ral ~ -i _+J uaf- OvergeniraF1a lnTraSC Lpar~S~~ bpihlJn/ 1\1ter-
izat ion pretat ion 

all correct 
all incorrect 

Figure 1. · Percentag e of 'I'otal Sampl8 ]es-ponding Correctly or 

Incorrectly to All Items of Subski.11 Categories 
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The highest category wa.s recognition of overgenerali

zation, with 31. 7 percsnt of the total sample responding 

correctly to .all four items. However, a nearly equal numb0r 

of subjects responded incorrectly to all four items. These 

figures a.re also important in reference to those subjects who 

reached a critical conclusion and will be discussed in greater 

detail later in the chapter. 

Twenty-eight ]) "ffcent of the subjects correctly identified 

all of the opinion/interpretation statements, with 49,1 percent 

identifying all but one correctly. 

The compare and contrast item responses are interesting 

to consider in relationship to one another. T,-rnnty-four per

cent of the sample correctly identified all of the topics common 

to both articles, while only four percent correctly identified 

all the differences in the authors' discussions of these common 

---~ O;Qi S Two hundred and seven of the 22L~ sub ··ects selected 

materialism as a common topic. Of this number, 9L~ percent saw 

the similarity in .the discussion a.nd only 20 percent saw how 

the authors differed in their views on this topic. There is a 

similar pattern of response for th e: other correctly identified 

comparisons as well. 

Of the 224 subjects to whom the assessment was administered: 

9 .4 reached a critical conclusion; 17. 0 reached a semi-critical 

conclusion; 58.9 reached the Type VI non-critical conclusion; 

and 14. 7 r::!ached the Typ,3 IV non-critical conclusion. (See 
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chapter thre e for a. description of these four typ0s of conclu-

sions.) 

The correlation bebrnen sam:ple -performance on each of the 

. subskill catev,ocies and (a) tot;:i.l pP.rformc1.nca score excluding 

type of conclusion and (b) total performance including the 

point assig;n2d to a. Type I (critica.1) conclusion if that 

type of conclusion was reached by the subject is illustrated 

by Tabl~ 1. 

Table 1. Pearson's Correlation Between Subskill Category 

Performance And 'f:)tal Performanc e Score: ·· 

(a) exc ludin0 type of conclusion and (b) including Type I conclusion 

Subskill Category 
(Number of it~ms) 

Lite ral questions (4) 

Fa.ct ual sta:t,~ments ( 4) 

Total p9rformance Scor'3 

. (a) excludinG: type of 
conclusion 

(b) includin~ Type I 
conclusion 

.4439 

.L~608 

--Opinion/Interpr;:tatj:--;:_o~n:;-. -----------------

Statements (_5) 

Overgeneralizations (4) 

Comparisons ( 6) 

Contrasts ( 5) 

. 501~. 

.6935 

.5320 

,7313 

.4994 

,7053 

. 5267 

.7830 

n < .001 in each cell 

A significant correlation is to be exp8cted between the 

Hhole and its ::p:::.rts. What is interesting to note is the 

l? 
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decrease in correlation in the second column for all subskill 

categories except overgeneralization and contrast. For these 

two categories' there is an increase in correlation. The 

correlations between overgeneralj_zation and column 1 and column 

2 are also high considering the fact that this category contains 

the same number of items as ·the literal and factual categories 

and fewer items than the categories of opinion/interpretation, 

comparison, and contrast. 

Comparison of Subjects by Type of Conclusion Beached 

Analysis of variance was used to compare the mean subskill 

category performance scores of subjects grouped according to 

type of conclusion reached. Table 2 shows the r;:sults for the 

literal questions. 

The variance in mean scores wa.s significant at the . 005 

level. The maximum number of correct responses ,,,as four for 

a -l groups. Tn mlrrimr.m-number-of-c-o:rree~ Fes-l)en&B-s- waS-4W-o---------------f. 

for the- cri tica.L c_o....'1c_l_usJ.on__grouP, one for the semi-critical 

conclusion group, and zero for the hro non--critical groups. 

However, the semi-criti.cal group has a slightly higher mean 

score than the critical group. The r e is an ov~rJ.ap in the 

confidence intervals for critical and semi-critical groups, 

but no overlap between these first two groups end the non-critical 

groups . . 
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Table 2. Analysis of Varianc e of Means on 

Literal Questions by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source df ss MS F 

Bebreen 
groups 3 14.23 4,74 4.48 <.005 

i'/1.thin 
groups 220 232.80 1.06 

Total 223 247,03 

GrouE Mean Hange 95% Confidence 
for Mean -----

Type I 3.29 · 2 - 4 2,90 to 3.67 
(critical) 

Type II 3.34 1 - 4 3.06 to 3.62 
( senli.-critical) 

Tn1e III 2,78 0 - 4 2.59 to 2,97 
( non--critic a l A) 

Type IV 2.67 0 - 4. 2,27 to 3.06 
(non-critical B) 

Interval 

The mean differences between the four groups on the number 

of factual statements ·correctly identifi ~d is illustrat ~d by 

Table 3, 

The level of significance for this subskill category was 

< .. 001. For identification of factu::i.l statements, the semi-

critical group again has a . higher mean score than the critical 

group. The minimum number of correct responses is also higher 

for the semi-critical group, with an accompanying overlap of 

confidence intarvals for these two groups. However, there is 



no overl ap behreen thes~ first two groups and the non-critical 

groups. 

Table 3 . Analysis of Var i ance of Mea ns for Identificatton 

of Factual Statements by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source df ---
Betw·een 

groups 3 

Hithin 
groups 220 

Tota l 223 

,Group Mea n 

Type I 3.6 
( c rH:l.ca.1) 

Type II J . 8 
(s emi --cdtical) 

Type III 3,J 
( non-critical A) 

Ty p,~ Ilf 3 . 2 

ss MS 

8.65 2.33 

117 .91 0.53 

126.55 

2 - 4 

3 - 4 

1 - 4 

i - 4 

F p_ 

5.38 

9'J"'> Confidence Int~rval 
.for Mean 

3 .26 to J . 33 

J.69 to J .90 

3 . 20 to 3 , l}6 

2.91 to 3.5s 
non-critical :S) 

- ~ ---------~-------

A compa:dson of the four typ,~s of concJusion f-:,roups on 

number of opin i on/interpretation statements correctly i d entified. 

is sho'.·'O in Tabl e I+. 

For t his s1ibskil J. the critic a l group has both the higher 

mea.n scor0 and the h igher m•inj_mum numb 'ff of correct responses. 

One ,:; aga i n the conf i.denc e i ntervals overl ap be t ween t he firs t 

two groups , but not bet i-! e en thes<?. grou::is and the non-critical 
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,'!:roups. The level .of significance for this subs kill categ ory 

p8rformance was L. .002. 

T2.ble l~. Analysis of Variance of M~ans for Id.~nt ific a t ion 
of Opinion/Interpretation State m~nts by 

Conclusion Type Groups 

Sourca df 

Between 
g roups 3 

Within 
groups 220 

Tbtal 223 

Group t·"eci.n 

Type I 4.4 
(crHica l) 

Type II 4 .J 
( · r·~· 11 S8llll-C J.\,l.Ca_ 1 

Type III ).9 
(non-critical A) 

Type IV 3, 7 
( non-critical B) 

ss 

12.86 4.29 

180.50 .82 

193,36 

Ha.nge 

3 - 5 

2 - 5 

1 - 5 

1 - 5 

F 

5.23 L..002 

95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 

LL1 6 to 4,70 

4. 06 to I.J.. 52 

3.66 to 3,99 

3,35 to 4.11 

The d i ff 3rence in mean perfo:nnanc ·?. for the subskill of 

recog nit ion of over,r;;enerallzation are illus t rat~d in T2bl e 5. 

Here the differ:::nce s behr8e n groups are more dramatic and 

are significant at the ..C:,001 level. Not only does the critical 

group have the hi.gh'?st mean s core and highest minimum number 

of correct r2s11onses , there is a lso no overlap in confidence 

intervals behreen t h i s group and the s emi-critical group. 
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Tab1.e .5. Analysis of Variance of feans for 
ctecognition of Overg ,:mera1.izations by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source . df 

· Between 
grOU})S 

Within 
groups 220 

Total 223 

Group Mean 

Type T 3.90 -L 

(crit ical) 

. Type II 3 .JO 
( semi ·-critica1.) 

Type III 1 .66 
( -·+· JA) non-cri vlca - , 

Type IV 1. JJ 
(non·-crit:Lcal B) 

ss MS 

145 .58 43.53 

L1,17, 77 1.90 

563.36 

2 - /.1, 

O - 4 

0 - 4 

F J2 

25 .55 ~.001 

95~1, Confidence Interva}_ 
for Mean 

3,71 to iL10 

2 .53 to J ,l1.7 

1.40 to 1 ,92 

.36 to 1. 31 

a, le 6 show · r e mean d_iff er enc es bet 1-r:~2n g=r -""o""'u-"'-"'s---"'o....,n'--~---- - - -----+ 

ability to not ,~ comparisons h~twer:,n the two. articles. 

The probability frec-1uency, althou.gh significant (p<.02), 

r eflects the relatively even performance of all groups on this 

task. Again ther~ is an overla1i in confidence for the critical 

and semi-critical groups , with the semi-c r.-i.t ical groups having 

the hi.rr,her mean score and higher minimum number of correct 

responses. As ha s been the case previously, the non-critical 

groups , althouf.h they overlap with one another, do not . overlap 

wi.th the fj_rst two groups. 
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Table 6, Analysis of Vari.ance of Means for H~cogni tion of 
Comparisons by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source d.f ----
Between 
groups 3 

Within 
groups 220 

Total 223 

Group Mean 

Type I 4. 86 
( critical) 

Type II 4,97 
( semi-critical) 

Type III · 4.33 
(non-critical A) 

Typa IV 4.36 
( non-critkal B) 

ss MS 

15.81 5.27 

'350 .17 1 ,59 

365.98 

Range 

2 - 6 

3 - 6 

1 - 6 

O - 6 

F 

3,31 <.02 

951, Confidence Interval 
. for Mean 

4,37to 5.3'-1-

4.6s to 5.27 

l+,10 to 4.56 

3, 80 to 4,93 

Performance of subjects on the contrast recognition items 

is illustrated · in Table 7. 

The minimum numoer of correct respons ffs was zero :for- all- -

four groups. And, although the semi-critical group has the 

highest mean, the me;rns for this group and the critical group 

are considerably higher than the means for the two non-critico,l 

gr oups with the leveJ of significance being ~.001. 



Table 7. Analysis of Varianc8 of }':eans for flec ognit ion of 
Con~,rasts by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source df 

Bat1,een 
groups J 

Within 
groups 220 

Tota l 223 

Grour_ Mean 

Type I 2.76 
(c r Hica l) 

Type II 2 ,92 
(semi-critka l) 

Type III 1.16 
( . , . J A) non--crrr,ic a__ . 

Type IV 1, 27 
(non-critical B) 

ss MS 

123.72 

322.72 1.47 

l~L~6, 50 

0 - /_~ 

O - 5 

0 - L~ 

0 - 1--l, 

F o ...... 

28.11 <. 001 

95% Confido,nce Interval 
for Mean 

2 .17 to J .35 

2 ._52 to J .J2 

. 96 to 1. ')6 

. 73 to 1. 76 

total p8rforrn2..nce s c o·res for subjects p.;roup'3d /0vccording to 
---~----------

tyI>e o:f eonclusion reached . These mr~ans , o:f nec essity, 

exclude th<? :point assigned for a critical conclusion. Tabl e 

2, lllustra.t es the t,ot a.J. :performance for these four groups. 

The differenc2 between the non-critical groups a.nd the 

first two grou:ps i s most obviou:c, in th:i.s comparison. The 

rnean t otal performance for the critical grour- wa.s 22 .67. 

The ~-;-c_)mi-critic':'!.l group bas a. mean score of 22 ,37. The mean 

total performance scores for t he non-critic2.l groups was 16. 97 
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and 16.61. As would be expected from the subskill means, there 

is an overlap o:f conficlBnce intervals for the critical a.nd 

semi-critical groups and no overlap between thes e two groups 

and the non-critical groups . The minimwn number of correct . 

r~sponses for the critical group Nas seventeen, and only four-

teen for the semi-critical group. However, H should be noted 

that the only subject to obtain a perfect score on this measure 

was in the semi--critical ~roup. 

Table 8 . Analysis of Variance of Nean Total Performances 
by Conclusion Type Groups 

Source 

Between 
groups 

Within 
groups 

Total 

Grou-p 

Type I 
(critical) 

Type II 

df 

J 

220 

223 

(semi-critical) 

'rype III 
( non-critical A) 

Type IV 
( non-critical B) 

22.67 

22.37 

16 .97 

16.61 

ss 

1356.72 

2743.26 

L~099, 98 

}\S 

452 .2'-~ 

12.47 

? ange 

17 - 27 

14 - 28 

9 - 25 

8 - 26 

F 1) 

36.27 ..::::..001 . 

95';0 Confidence Interval 
for .Mean 

21 ,lJ.4 to 23. 90 

21. 33 to 23 .L~1 

16 . 3 5 to 1 7 . 59 

15.1 6 to 18 .05 

Based upon examination of the total sample performance and 

com"flarison of the subj ects by type of conclusion reached, the 



a.bility to recoc;nize overgenera.lizations was an important 

factor in reachi.nf; a crUica,l conclusion about two top i c

related, expository selections. However, one subject in the 

critical conclusion group .r;ecog nizecl specific over generaliza:tions 

in one selection, but not in the other . Also, some subjects in 

the semi-critical and non-criticG.l conclusion groups r2cognlzed 

the overgeneralizations in both selections. 

Thus, the ability to recognize overgeneralizations does 

not by itself d,e termine type of conclusion reached on this 

. assessment. It does , ho,·rever, have a strong influence . No 

subject who fail ed to recognize any of the overgeneralizations 

reached a critical conclusion; and 95 percent of those subjects 

who reached a critical conclusion correctly :identif:l.ed all four 

overgeneralizations asked for. 

The other lm11ortant factors app32r to oe recogn ition of , 

----"c!wniJ:mLinteruretation statements and. the ability to see con-

tr2.sting views. ~3 ut aga.in , these are not · sufficient to explain 

the difference i n type of conclusion :>'.'.eached. Some subjects 

who scored as 1,,ell as, or better than, the critical conclusion 

subj ects on these me:::l.sures did not reach the critical · conclusion, 

trast Items 

1'he Gutman Sc8.le wa.s used to analyz e the difficulty ra.nkings 

fo r the literal, opinion/interpre tation, and contrast items. 



RankinG of l:i.teral comprehension items from greatest to l east 

difficulty was it em 6, item 7, Hern 2, and Hem 1, The lin

guist le simplicity with which the answer was stated in the texts 

,ras the c r iterion for assessing th"': difficulty of these items! 

One hundred anrl sixteen of the 221.1, subjects gave the correct 

r espons·::: to item 6, 165 gave the correct r ,,s ponse to item 7, 

197 gave the correc t T'.:!sponse ·\:,o j_t,ern 2, and 170 gave the 

correct response to item 1. 

Thus , the diffic ulty r anking was as anticipated with the 

exception of item 1, Hem 1 was the literal question referred 

to earlier in this chapter as an example of the requirement 

tha.t a subject give a complete ans w3r in order to receive the 

point assigned to an i tern. Of th :, 54 su1:Jjects who did not 

receive credit for this item, 33 gave incomplete r es ponses . 

The coeff:i.cient of reproducibility was .fY~. That is, there 

i s an 8'-~ )ercent nrobabil ity that the response pattern would be 

the same i f this group of ques t ions ,·rere posed to future subjects. 

The ranking of the Ol)inion/ int e rpreta,tion Hems from 

great -3st to l east difficul ty was item 1~, H em 13, item 5, item 

3, and item 10, The cr:i,te:rion for ranking these H ems was th '.! 

amount of d escriptive l a.nguage used in the stat,ements. Eighty

three respond·2 nts answered item L~ correctly, 180 answered item 

13 corr~ctly , 203 ansi:rered item 5 correctly, 203 answered item 

3 correctly, and 209 answered. item 10 correctly. The coefficient 

of reproduc i.bility for these i te!:1s wa,s . 92, 

11.2 



The ranking for the contrast items from greatest to least 

diff'icully was item !~.o, Hem 41, item J7, item 39, and item 33. 

Seventy-eight su·bjects responded correctly to item l1.o, 35 sub

jects r ,'3sponded correctly to item L~1, SJ subjects responded 

correctly to :i.tem 37, 79 subjects responded corr ,;;ctly to item 

39, ancl 121 subjects responded correctly to :i.tem 38, The 

criterion for ranking thes,e i terns wa.s the amount of time the 

authors spent discussing the topics. A possible explanat:i.on 

for the low correct response rate to item l~l could be the 

fact that Aldridge mentions both -positive and negative attitudes 

toward the home and Commager refers only to the American's 

carelessness toward tha home, The coefficient of re:prod.uci

bility for these items was . 79. 

Academic Performance and Assessm2nt Performance 

For this a.112.lysis of variance , the sco:r8 used -to indicat~ 

a subject ' s academic performance was his co 

a:·,rera~ge ( e-PA) . he grou:;frng- ef subjee-ts- aecoFding- to---G-PA- and--

the number of subjects in each r;roup a.re as follows: 

Group 1 - 1.4 or bel.ow (4) 

Group 2 - 1.5 - 1.9 (10) 

Group 3 2.0 2.4 (J1) 

Group L1. - ') c:' 
(., 'J - 2,9 (60) 

Group 5 - J.O - J.4 (50) 

Group 6 3,5 or above (J3) 



Grade point averages H'3re not available for J1 subjects. 

The three top performing groups for each subskill category 

and total performance excluding type of conclusion are shown 

in Table 9, A cursory inspection of this table reveals a very 

close relationship between academic performance and. assessment 

performance. 

The three groups with the,highest mean total performance 

scores were Group 6 with a mean score of 20 .6, Group 5 with a 

mean score of 19.L~, and Group 4 with a mean score of 17,6. 

Group 1 had the lowest mean score -·- 15,5, 

The highest scorj_ng three groups for the categories of 

factual, ovcrgeneralization, and contra.st were age.in, in 

descending order, Group 6, Group 5, and Group 4.. 

The l evel of significance for the comparison items was 

< .01. In this category, Group .2 was highest, followed by 

.Groups 5 and 6. 

For the catego:-cy of opinion/interpretation, thr:: difference 

in means scores was not statistically significant. Group 1 was . 

the highest scoring group , followed by Group 5 and 6. 

Differences 'cetween groups were not statistically sie;n'ifi-

cant for the literal items. It should be noted, however , that 

Group 1 subjects he..d · the highest mean for this category. 



Gr oup Total Perforir.ance Factual Ovl 1,eneralization Contrast Comparison Q • /T .,_ pin .1-n1.,. Literal 

Group 1 I I 4.50 3.75 
( 1 .L~ or below) 

I 

I Grom.~ ?. 5.30 3.00 
(1.5· - 1.9) 

Grou'I) J 
(2.0 - 2.i.J.) 

Groun L1- 17.6 J ._so I 1. 77 1 .32 
(2.5- - 2.9) 

Group 5 19 . L~ 

( 3 . 0 - 3 ./.1-) 
J .62 I I , 2 .20 1. 32 11 .• 76 I.J,.1 3.00 

Group 6 20.6 3.55 I I 2 .39 2.32 4.71 4.11 
(J c or .,hove'\ • :) -- ..:_,., ._. ,,, I 

L2vel of Signi -
n , 

I lC 2..21C :~ Tl < .OOIJ. :p < .OJ I I ::i < .001 :p -<.. .001 n < ,01 r, -: n .s. !1+== n . s. 

"· ·r ,. l'.um1Jers in parentheses r 9present G:caclP P+t Averar-:e (r;pf\) for P.ach grOUJl, 



The results of a. cross-tablua:tion of types of conclus ions 

reached by academic performance e;roups is shoHn i n Table 10. 

The outstandine; observation to b-3 made from this Table 

of the subjects in the lowest bro academic performance groups 

reached either a critical or semi-cri tica.l conclusion . Group 

6 hati the highest percentage of subjects reaching a critical 

conclusion and Group .5 had .the second hie;hest percentage of 

subjects reaching a critical conclusion. It would appear 

that, once a.gain, the ability to recognize overgeneralizations 

and contra,sts is related to reaching a critical conclusion on 

this assessment. These d_ifferences in ty11es of conclusions 

reached were significant at the <. OJ 1eV";l, 
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Table 10 . Academjlc P '.3 r:i:'orm8.nce & 'l'ype 01· conc.1usion :{eacned 

Group 1 Group 2 

I 
Group 3 Grou-p 4 0 - Grouu 6 ,_, roup j 

'.onc l usion ( 1 . L~ ;r below) ( 1 . 5-1 . 9 )_ (2 .0- 2 .L~] (2.j-2.9) ( 3 .0- 3 J~l il_j ;r a bove) 

I 
'ype I (J/,, a:1 T., 

.,. ,.:J 
C:c---1 

_)/:J Hf!: 16% 
:critical) 

'yp,;, II 0 1.. mj 7:-.:,·~ ?0rr:I 2 0','0 21% ; :) '-J:'') 

: scmi-c r:-i tic a l) 

:ype III 75:s 50.:'1 I 741:1; 63% :;0','0 537{; 
non-critical A) 

)p2 IV 2 -c-:f 50~5 16~{, S,?:t 16'.:1, 10;; 'j ,::, .·<) 

- ' 
non- c rit ical B) 

n<. 03 



'.);'ype of New York State Diploma and Assessment Performance 

The differenc~ i n academic 1)erformance be tween reg.:::nts ancl 

non-regents high schooJ: gradua:tes in this study was !'lot statis

tica.lly significant. However, 50 percent of the regents subj;~cts 

had a GPA of 3.0 or higher as compared with 34 :r;iercent of the 

non-regents students. 

In com:paring mean subskill category 'Performance scores, the 

regents group did significantly better tha.n the non-regents group 

in aJ.l categories except compa.rison. However , the r egents mean 

score in this category was higher than the non-regents mean score, 

The difference in type of conclus ion rea ched was stat istically 

significant at the ,<.01 1~ve l. ':,; l even perce nt of the regents 

group reached a critica l conclusion, as com1)ared with the non

regents p2rcent;1ge of fi.ve. Twe nty-two percent of t he regent s 

e;rou}1 came to a semi-critical conclusion , wh ile only so.ven ner-· 

c ent of the non--regents p.;roup reached this type of conclusion. 

Ag2.in, the greatest statistical differences were found when 

c omparing :pi~r:forma.nces on over generalization (TJ <_. 01) and. co:-1-

trast ( })<. 001). Tota l performance mean score, exc luding type 

of conclusion was significant at the < .001 l evel. The mean 

t otal for the regents group 1-1as 19,4. The mea n total for the 

non-reg3nts group was 16 .4. 

gollege r,ia jor and Assessme nt Performanc e~ 

For this anal ysis of varianc~ b c:; tween mean scor3s , sub-



j ects wAre grou:pc.id accordinr, to college divisions. For ·~x::.irrrple,. 

fin0 2.r ts included subjects majoring in art, danc ,3 1 music, and . 

th r:.eatre . Because of the proportionately high number of busin~ss 

majors, -these subjects were considerS:d a se;_oarate group rather 

than part of the social sciences division. These groups and 

the num1)er of subjects in each group is as follows: 

undec lared (22) 

business ( 37) 

natural a.nd matlv~matical sciences (l.i-9) 

social sc iences ( 33) 

humanit l2s (27) 

fine arts ( 24) 

human s ervic ·~s (l 6) 

physical · educ21.tion and .r·ecTe2.tior: 116) \ , 

There was no s·tat i.stically sig1~ific'3.nt clifferences among 

groups on academic performance (GPA ). 

The three top performing grou ·Js for each subskHl category · 

and total performance, exc luding tyu~ of conclusion, are shown 

i n Table 11. 

i:/hen these eight groups were co!Tlpar?.d on total performance, 

excluding type of conclusion, the ]_9-1e l of significancs was .OOJ. 

The to-p threr~ groups were humc=rniti.es with a me2.n score of 21.1, 

naturaJ_ and mathema.t ical sciences with a mean score bf 19 ,2, 

and human services wilh a mean sc ore of 1~.G . 

l.J,o 
•/ 



Undeclared 

ri usiness 

~Jatural & 
1":athema.tical 
Sciences 

Social Sciences 

Humanities 

Fine Arts 

Human Services 

Physical Education&. 
3ecreation 

Level of 
S igniftca.nce 

Total l)erformance c lon~rJ st 

19 .2 1 C< . _, 

2L2 2.J 

12 .6 1.9 

,,c::;,OOJ r<W2 

Opin/lnt. Factual C orn-parison Literal Overgeneralization 

J .6 J.O 

?.4 

1-i-.1 J.6 l--1,.6 2.2 

l..i,.O 3.5 

4. 5 L~ ,9 

2.9 

4.8 2.9 

p< .008 :r <..OJ p=n.s. p=n.s. -;,=n.s. 



Th8re w;,s a significant differenc e amonc; grou-ps (-9..:::..02) 

on Uv:1 corrt :.,,st categ ory performa:1ce. The top three groups 

were humanities with a mean score of 2. J, huma.n services with 

a mean scor e of 1. 9 , a nd na:tura.l a nd mathematical sciences with 

a mean ~,core of 1. 3 . 

Theni was a sig ,1ificant d:Lffer<;nc-3 amonr~ groups on opinion/ 

interpretation categ ory performance ( p <. 003). The top three 

groups were humaniti.es , natural and. mathema:U.ca1 sciences , and 

social sciences. This was the only category for which there . was 

no overlap j_n th,? 95 percent confide nce i nVorvaJ.s for the mRans. 

The top th:cce groups for the factual category (p<.OJ ) were 

natural a nd rncJ,them2.tical science s and. subjects with an undec1ared 

ma.jor and equal mea.ns of 3,6 and social sciences with a meai1 of 3,5, 

The:cs were no statisticP..lly sL'; nificant cUfferences in :oer

form21-nc e among g:coups for the categ ories of compa,rison, literal, 

and overa·eneraliz,ation . How2ver, huma,ni tie s had the high est 

mean for 88.ch catec;ory. 
----

~fo e n comf,3Xed .,oy type of conclusion ,:e2.ched, cross-tabu-

lati:on i ndi.cated there ,,ere no st'=1ti:c.tically significant differ-

enc e s amonr~ groups . Hm,rever, th 5-s comp8.rison of pe::cc0ntages 

of subjects reachin,s ':!ach type of conclusiori indicates hum2.nities 

majors to have the greatest numbRr of subjects reaching critical 

or s emi-critic a l r:onclusions. Forty -four percent. of . these 

subj 3cts reached a critical or so.m'i.-critical conclusion. The 

:rercenta,-;e for natural a.nd math ern? t ical sci.enc es majors was 



thirty-four, and the :percentage for human services majors was 

thirty-one . 

The importance of these percentci.ges is apparent when one 

compares these three groups iD: re the ir performances on the 

overgeneralization· and contrast items. Humanities scored 

highest in both of these subskHl categori.es. Human services 

was a,mong the top three groups for contrasts but not over-

generali?,ations. Thus, · it appears that the subs kill categories 

of overgeneralizat\.on and contrast are again related to type of 

conclusion reached. 

Sex and Assessment Performance 

There were 93 males and 126 females in the sample and a 

t--test was used to compare means behreen the hrn g:coups . There 

was no statistically significant differenc e hetw•.;en the two 

groups in academic performance. 

There were no significant differences between the s e X'-"S 

-- in performance in ·rne categories of fact,ua.l, 01nn ionf irrter-

pretat ion , comparison, and overc=meralization. There was also 

no significant difference for total -performa.nce score excluding 

type of conclusion. f']a les scored slightly hir;her than females 

on factual, opinion/interpretation , and overgeneralization items. 

Females scored slightly higher on comparison and total performance 

excluding type of conclusion. Females scored s ignificantly higher 

(pC::::::.02) on the contrast items, and also on the literal items (p~.005). 
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Level of signific::>.nce on a cross-tabula.tion for ty-pe of 

conclusion reached is not consid8:red statistically significant 

but worth noting (p= .03). Ten percent of the females and 

eight 11ercent of the males reached a critical conclusion. 

l'iinete.:~n p3rcent of the females and fou:r:t een perc3nt of the 

males reached a semi--cr"iti.cal conclusion. 

Gr?..de Lev"ol and Assessment Perfo:r-mance 

A l_-test was used to com1)are mean p<orformances of the 133 

first year col1P.ge students with the 91 third year college stu

dents in the sample. There was no significant differenc~ i.n 

the acail_efli:Lc performance of ti:1ese two groups. 

Third year students scored higher thac: first year students 

on all subskHl catego:ries, They scor?.d signi.fi_c,,\ntly hj_gher 

on com:pa:c-Lson (p<.OI.J.) and. overgen eralizatio,1 (p..-i::::...001), The 

concJ.usion item is most interesting. Ten Percent of th8 first 

year su bJec t s reac hea: a criTical cone.I.us i on . Seven percen- 0.1 

---the th ird-".fea~ "' tud.~ r-1-:l.;e;--J:' i?. a Gl::i.ecl- a - c :r;-..i--t -i-G2--l- c-o:flc 1-u~ i on-. 'I'l1.i-;;,--------'---

would appear contradictory to pre•rious findin;.;s concerning the 

re lat Lonshi:p 1-Y:3 hreen type of cone lus i.on r8'lchsd and. over-

generalization and contr8.st catego.cy performance. !-!ow::ver, 22 

perc'='nt of th'.; third. y ear students ca.me to ·"' semi-crj_tical 

concli.1sion, while 13 ,y:;rcent of the fb:st y0ar students reached 

this type of conclusion. 
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'There was a normal distribution of scores on the assess

ment. Pearson 's correlation showed the appropriate significant 

relationship between the subskill cat>?gori~s and the totaJ 

p~rformance score. Gutman scaling supported the ril:ifficulty 

ranking for the opinion/interpret2.tion Hems. It dicl not sup

port the rankings for the literal and contrast items. 

Sample subjects were grouped according to the variables 

of academic performance , type o:f high school d.iploma, major, 

sex, and grade l evel. Several relationships were foµnd among 

these variab1es and. assessment :performance. Those subjects 

with the highest GPA sco:r;ed significantly higher than other 

subjects. Jegents d.i:ploma sub.jcocts scor~d significantly hi.gher 

than non-regants subjects . Humanities majors scored significantly 

higher t,han other majors, There was no significant -performance 

between the sexes. Thj_rd year sub,je;cts scored signifj_cantly 

h:i..gher than :first ye-?.r subjects. 

l:J ith the exc ,2ption o:f the varia,ble o:f sex, total performance 

hy the different grou1_)s appeared co:isistently rel ated to perfor

mance on the subskill s of overgeneralization and contrast. 

Pearson's correlation for the entir·:.o. sample confirmed thj_s. 

F'ucthermore, the:ce was a stron0 rel2-tionship between performance 

on these h:o cete0 ories and ty1Je of conclusion reached . Anal ysis 

of these grou1)s and the total sampL:, grouped according to ty-pe 

of conc lusion reached. showed that those S!1bjects ,·,ho performed 



well on the overgeneralization and contrast items reached. a 

critical or semi-critical conclusion. Those subjects who 

scored low on both of these categories did not reach ·these types 

of conclusions, However, high performance in these two cate

gories did not always lead to a critical conclusion rather 

than a semi-critical conclusion. 
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Chapter V 

Conclusions and Implications 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of the present study is to determine 

the content validity of a researcher-constructed, critical 

reading assessment. This assessment is an attempt to measure 

six subskills involved in the critical reading of two, topic

related, longer, expository selections. The secondary purpose 

of the study is to describe the performance of subjects to 

whom the assessment was administered. 

Conclusions 

Five questions were asked at the onset of this study. The 

first was Does the assessment produce a normal range of variability 

in the total performance scores? The range was normal with a 

s rnwness o 

-- ~-'I'he second question was Is_ th.ere__a r_ela_ii_anshi:p___between 

the type of conclusion reached by subjects and their performance 

scores for other subskill categories? It was the assumption 

of this study that in order to critically rr:a.d any written 

material, the reader must first literally comprehend what has 

been read. Furthermore, with the two topic-r ,-.,lated, ex:pository 

selections included in this assessment, the reader must compare 

and contrast the authors' views as well as recognize facts, 

opinions/interpretations and overgeneralizations, and reach a 
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conclusion about the topic of discussion ba.sed upon all argu

ments ·presented. That is, the reader would not be able to 

reach a critical conclusion without recognition of the 

strengths and weaknesses of the authors' discussions. 

The two selections in this assessment were included 

because of their contrasting views of American behavior and 

their propensities to overgeneralize and state opinion/inter

pretations without substantiating factual evidence. Indeed, 

the first selection contains no facts throughout. The second 

selection does contain verifiable· statements, but these often 

relate to governmental policy rather than the actions of the 

American populace which the author purports to be discussing. 

The observations of both authors are generalized to the entire 

American population with no allowance made for individual 

differences or exceptions. 

Subjects who reached critical or semi-critical conclusions 

did significantly better in all other subskill categories than 

the two types of non-critical ·readers. Of particular note was 

performance on recognition of overgeneralizations. Twenty of 

the twenty-one subjects who reached a critical conclusion noted 

all four of the required overgeneralizations. The twenty-first 

saw the overgeneralization in one selection but .not the other. 

However, it was found that while high performance on the subskill 

categories of literal comprehension, recognition of factual 

statements, opinion/interpretations, and the abilities to compare, 
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contrast of all overgeneralizations was necessary to rea.ch a 

critical conclusion, H was not sufficient. The one subject 

who had correct responses to all items, excluding type of 

conclusion, reached a s~mi-critical conclusion. 

There are two possible explanations for this. The first is 

that students may be reluctant to pass personal judgment upon 

what they read, especially in a test situation. There may be 

reticence to proclaim such material as worthless even when 

all the flaws are recognized. 

The second possible explanation for failure to reject 

this unsubstantiated expository material may be that the 

wording of the conclusion question implies tha.t a positive 

conclusion should be reached. The question reads Based upon 

these two selections, what conclusion can the read.er come to 

concerning American Character? All subjects may not realize 

that by sta.ting that no conclusion can be reached concerning 

American Character, they have indeed reached a conclusion on 

--this topic based upon tne se ections. (')f the possible- ex-piana-

tions for response to this item, the. latter appears as plausible 

as the former, and further consideration should be given to the 

wording of this item. 

The third question posed by the present study was Is there 

a relationship between performance on more difficult items and 

performance on items of less difficulty for the skill categories 

of literal comprehension, recognition of contrasts, and opinion/ 
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interpretation recognition? Although the coefficients of 

reproducibility were reasonably high, none of these reached 

the desired coefficient of ,95, This would indicate that the 

scaled items varied in difficulty for reasons other than, or in 

addition to, the stated criteria (and/or the wording of the 

questions, in the case of the literal comprehension questions). 

The criterion ror each set of items should be re-examined. 

The fourth and fifth questions dealt with total and 

subskill category performance scores of the sample grouped 

according to academic performance, type of New York State 

diploma, major, grade level, and sex. · Subjects with the higher 

GPAs scored significantly higher .cm the · assessment, and none 

of the subjects with a GPA of 1.4 - 1,9 reached a critical 

or semi-critical conclusion. 

Regents diploma subjects also scored significantly higher 

than non-regents subjects. Fifty perc .:;nt of the regents stu-

rents had a GPA of 3. 0 or higher, as opposed to Jl}% of .the non

regents subjects. Hence, there appears to be a strong relation

ship between academic performance and critical reading ability 

as measured by this ass essment. If IQ. is a predic tDr of academic 

performance, then this finding supports previous research in 

this area. 

Hwnanities majors scored. sie>;nificantly higher than other 

majors on total performa,nce . And third year subjects scored 

significantly higher than first year subjects. The latter 
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finding is in agreement with that of Gall (1973), Johnson (1974), 

and Downing (1976). 

There was no significant difference between sexes in total 

performa,nce although females scored slightly higher. Females 

did significantly better on the contrast and literal compre-: 

hension items and had a higher percentage reaching critical 

and semi-critical conclusions. Previous research also indicated 

no significant difference between these groups in total performance~ 

When subjects were grouped by major, grade level, and sex, 

there were no significant differences between subjects on aca

demic performance. Therefore, in addition to academic :Performance, 

number of years in college and major also 0ppear related to 

a:itical reading ability as measured by this assessm~nt'. 

Total performance by the different groupings appeared 

consistentlyrelated to performance on the subskill categories 

of overgeneralization and contrast. And, as discussed earlier, 

there was a consistent relationship between performance on 

these two categories and type of conclusion reached. 

Implications for· Research 

Future research in the measurement of critical reading 

ability should, as stated earlier, be confined to the measure

ment of specific subskills related to the critical reading of 

a specific type of writing. The present study attempted · to 

measure those subskills thought necessa,ry for the critical 

reading of two topic-related, expository selections. In this 
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study, general critical reading ability (as indicated by total 

performance score) and the ability to reach a critical conclu

sion appeared strongly related to the recognition of over

generalizations and contrasts, and to a lesser extent, recog

nition of opinions/interpretations. To conclude that those 

subjects who performed well on this assessment are critical 

readers, and those who did not a.re not critical readers, would 

be invalid. They are critical, semi-critical, or non-critical 

readers of the type of material included in the assessment as 

measured by the subskill items included. on thls assessment. 

Furthermore, the conclusion that subjects in this study 

are or are not critica.l readers of this type of material is 

only as valid as the assessment used to measure this ability. 

Replication of this pilot study should not be attempted without 

consideration for several possible refinements of the assessment: 

1. revision of the conclusion item; 

2. change in the format . of the comparison subskill cate

. gory -- as it now sta.nds, it is possible for a subject 

to circle all the choices and receive five of the 

six possible :points in this category; and 

3. further investigation into why some j_tems thought to be 

l ess difficult tha.n others (based upon previously stated 

criteria) were apparently more difficult. 

Imp_lications for Classroom Practice 

This assessment would i ndicate that more instructional ttme 
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should be spent . on the development of the subskills of recog

nition of opinions/interpretations .and overgeneralizations in 

individual expository s elections. Of equal importance, the 

student should be trained to relate what is presently being 

read to what was previously known. To promote this inter

relating of information, the subskills of recognition of 

similar and contrasting views should be emphasized. 

· Pertinent to these areas of instruction are two other 

areas of apparent weakness. First, students appear to be able 

to identify factual statements, but not judge whether or not 

those statements sufficiently substantiate an author's opinion/ 

interpretation. Second, many students who appear able to 

recognize flaws in an argument, are unwilling to evaluate the 

validity of the total argument based upon their recognition of 

these flaws. That is, they see the lack of substantiation for 

a presented point of view but will still consider that point 

of view worthy of reiteration rather than rejection. 

The student should be aware that the purpose of analyzing 

an article or book is to reach a personal critical conclusion 

in re that article or book -- to determine whether the selection 

expands his knowledge of a topic, or should leave that knowledge 

justifiably unaltered, 
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Appendix A 

Extended Lists of Critical Reading Skills 

Raciti' s (1967) Specific Skills 

1. Draw conclusions 
2, Predict outcomes 
J. Draw inferences 
l-1,. Recognize cause and effect 
5, Make comparisons 
6. Distinguish between fact and fancy, relevant and 

irrelevant information, and similarities and differences 
7. Judge skill of author in writing 
8. Accept or reject author's facts 
9, Understand need to suspend .judgment until more information 

is known 
10. Be wi.Jling to accept the ideas of the author if he is 

an expert 
11. Be able to judge the bias of the author 

Wolf, Huck, and Ki.np;~~C~968) List of SkiJ.ls 

General Abilities 
1. Recognize that printed ma.terial is just one source of 

information 
2. Comprehend V8.rious reading mat~rials that present differ

ent viewpoints on a topic 
J, Y,: ·3ep r eading unti1 one has all the information necessar 

to come to 2-. conclusion 
Specific Abilities 

----1--.------H·ec-ogff.i:-2',-e- t;he- author'-s-potnt- o:f- v±ew- a:nd---:purpose~------------
2, Hecognize the publisher's point of view and purpose 
J. Det'2rmine the 8Xpertise of th8 author 
IJ,. Disting uish between fact 2.nd opinion 
5. Follow the sequ8nCe pres"·ntation and judge its logic 
6. Compare ;:md contrast and judEI,e appropriateness to 

increasing the reader's knowledge 
7. Form an opinion, relating to past ·:oxperience, and reali.zing 

whe n one does not have enough experience to form an 
opinion 

8. Locate and select relevant materials 
9. Recognize when important facts have been omitted 

10. Identify persua.sion techniques such as: 
a. emotional appeal 
b. gl~ttering generalities 
c. endorsements 
d. inferring relationships that don't exist 
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11. Determine the accuracy of graphic presentations 
12. Identify lit.eni.ry form (such as fiction, non-fiction 

and satir~) 
13. Come to a personal onin ion of the q_ua.lity of literature 

through analysis of such elements as: 
a. theme 
b. character d evelopment 
c. style 

w·11· ~ ' (19cc) r· t f s~·11 .:.· 1 1arn,, h .J1s o .. . .. 1 s 

1 . Anticipa.ting outcomes 
2. Appreciating humor, plot 
3, Classifying ideas 
L~. Comparing and contrasting 
5,· Critical thinking 
6 . Distinguishing fact and fancy 
7, Distinguishing fact and opinion 
8 . Drawing conclusions 
9, Establishing seq_uence 

10 . Este..lilishing cause and effect 
11. Evaluating a.uthor ' s attitude 
12. }<-;valuating and rea.ct ing to ideas in light of th·?. author's 

purpose 
13. Evaluatbg and solving problems 
14. F~va.luating summaries 
15. Findi.ng information to prove or dispr ove a. sta t ement 

_ 16 . Forming an opinion 
17. Forming sensory impressions 
13 . Genera.lii,ing 

L 
~~~~ .... 9~da~_ing___J;U~e~.m~e~, n=·~t~~~~o~f-=-=s~t'-<J-..'l~e=----~ -::-~ ~ :-------:--:--~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~---l~ 

20. Ident :i.fying and. evaluating cha.rac t e r traits 
21. Interpret ing figurative and idiorrrn.tic l anguage 

--~22- .- In-E erpr.~e ting iaea.s impl-iecl-,- nOt-stat-ed--
23. Judging a uthor's st2-tements on background. of author: 
2LJ.. Judging rea.sona.bleness a nd :relevanc~ 
25. Making i nfere nces 
26. !fcaking judgments 
27, Perceiving r e lationsh ips 
28 . Predicting outcomes 
29. Reacting to the mood or tone of a selection 
JO. Recognizing emotion:-J,l r eactions and motives 
31. Hecogn j_zi.ng story 11robl ems and ,::ilot s tructure 
J2. Re lating story exp2riences to persona l experi enc es 
33 , Hesearch 
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Appendix B 

Assessment 

( Item numbers for the Gutman Scale analysis correspond with 
quest ion numbers except for the contrast items. Contrast item 
numbers have been inserted. for the convenience of the reader 
and did not appear on the administered assessment.) 

NAME 

AGE 

MAJOH 

MINOR 

Were you a college ·student anywhere else before coming to the 
Alternat e College? 

If so, WHERE? --------~----- and F'OH H 01:! LONG? 

Circle the level accurate for you as an A.C . . student: 

Level I - 1st semester Level III - 1st semester 

Level I - 2nd semester Level III - 2nd semester 

High School Diplom2- (circle appropriate ono): Regents Non-3egents 

t,,r,:EJ.TCANS AND CULTUJE 

John F. Aldridg"' 

The plain fact is tha.t the basis for the civilized life 

separate from the intellectual and artistic life - has never 

existed in this country except at certain cx:ld times and places 

in the past. Those times and :,:ilaces were colonial and nineteenth 

century New Sngland a.nd the South befor,:: the Civil War. But the 

flow3ring of high culture :Ln these areas was probably too 



d ependent on temporary ree;j_onal conditi.ons and declining Euro

pean influencss. Or it was not strong enough to alter the 

utilj_tarian nature of the way of life which wa.s spreading west

ward and would shortly fix the cha.r;1ct0r of our nat i onal existence. 

By t he time most immigrants c a.me to the country , the ideals of 

political a.nd reli.gious f reedom had been largel y replaced by 2.. 

promise of unlimited oppor tunity to improve the material condi

tions of life. 'To be fre,.:: not only to worship and vote as one 

wished , but to become a s r ich a.nd -powerful as one ' s t a l ents for 

using peopl e and materials would permit. Presumably , ther~ was 

some slight suge;estion in the immi grants ' agreement with America 

tha t if material conditions could be improved enough , the luxuries 

and graces would follm1 i n the natural course of things. But tbe 

pioneers were not , for th,=i most part, cul t ·ured . men . And '.-,hat.ever 

vision of civil iza.tion t h ey may have brought with them f r om 

Europe could not sur v ive long in the hard 1:i..fe of the front ier. 

The physical ef fort needed to tame the wilde rness and provid e the 

thinp;s necessary just to live wcis such U'ia·~ t hought- conld b-e,--------

gi ven to the probh~m of ma.k i ng 1 ife beauti.ful . 

. But the n , rj_ght a.t that point , s omething in ou.r evolut ionary 

mechan ism 1-1ent very wrong, a,nd has remained very wrong ever since. 

Log ic :;i. lly, we s hould hav~ evolved to t he ne xt :n:1ass of growth. 

Hith t he c lose of the frontier a.nd the spread of m2.terial abun

danc e , a demand should ha.ve arisen for luxury and the cultivation 

of tas t ~ , intellect a nd. th'3 socia l pleasa.ntries . Instead , life 
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in America beca.me frozen appar ')ntly for f~Ood. - at the utHi-

tarj_an l evel . We simply went 0,1 providing more and more conven-

iences for great ,~r and greater numc;ers of people. Thf: hard work 

and cle·1erness which had forrr,erly gor1e into rush i. D{!, back th~ 

physical frontier was us ed t,o Dush back the "material things" 

fronU er. 

Nearly everything we have created here - exc -:~ -r.rt in the old 

areas of the original coloni_es - is stamped with the brand of 

the prai.rie and th"' froEti.er settlemc,nt . The typical main street 

of Anywhere - Nowhere , U.13.A. is still 1)a,sk?.lly that Df a Montana 

cowtown in the 1880 ' s. It all has the a11pear2,nce of having been 

thrown together in a. great hurry to provide t emyora.ry shelter 

and the bare needs of life for a 1)eople ,iho '·:ill be movinp: on 

. to a new home . He ta.kc; it for p;ra,nted that new hous3s will not 

be ro omy or well ·-built or ·_01 ,~ac",2,nt to look UIJOn . \'1'~ ci,ssume they 

will offer no J.uxury or ease beyond that -provided by the average 

motel, and tba,t we ca.n litter the count ryside around them. We 

take this for gran vedo ecause, ev en tlTough we- knm:r--:t ett-er-, - the------~ 

assumption is somehow built into us that the r1e w homes will not 

be ne eded. f or very long . Settlements of still newer houses will 

be built further along the trail. And w1~ move 2.J.ways through a 

landscape which we secretly f e el we can live i,,i thout. It is 

already so f :;:;.r g one i n polluted ugliness that is can hard l y 

matter if it is made still uglier . Americans have gotte n used 

to l ~aving their garb?sge wherever t hey happen to dro11 :i.t. They 
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cannot take pride in an environment which looks to them like 

en:emy territory. Ancl H is nart of our nationa l heritage to 

suppose that they will never stay in one · place Jong enough to be 

obliged to })Olice th e area and bury our beer c c1ns . 

The ex:p:~rienc e of driving by car from coast to coast is 

a, c ase in point. The very 't)hysical structure of the drive 

shoHs that we reg2.rd the e nvironment ,re are passing through as 

not worth looking at, arid as foreign to us as the wilderness 

must have seemed to the first pioneers . The whole require

ment im11osed by the superhight·r2.y system is that we drive as 

f ast as we d2re and for as long as we c a n stand the strain to 

get where we are going as quickly as possi'o1e. 

In any case , it is no wonder that each new generatj_on of 

Americans appea.rs to b e more insensitive to the e nvironment than 

the l a.st . We seem able to survive within · Lt only by making 

fortresses of our homes and s taying inside th em a.s much as 

possi1Jle. We a r e the most house-bound and house-proud of nations 

because there is so little worth 1 :>. aving the house for. We 

suff 13r from havj_ng no village life or pub life or ca.fe life or 

marke t-squa.re life . It is becuas?. ,.,e lack th,cse thinf,s that 

our soc ial life i s so mechanical and lad~ing in warmth. and eas e ·, 

People do not just happen to come together or decide on impul se 

to drop in on one a nother . They are imported into each other ' s 

houses after the host and hostess have forma.lly :placed .an order 

for them well in adva.nC·3 of t he · d esired d a t e of delivery. 1:Jhen 



they arrive, the whole Eiffort of hospitality is to get them 

drunk as quickly as possible so that they will soon not notice 

or ca,re that they have nothing to say to one another. A vital 

social l ife de:nends upon the ability of a :people ·to move freely 

and familiarly through their physic"l.l environment, to feel at 

hoI11e in it. But because we see· our envirorunent as foreign and 

ugly, we feel removed. both from ourselves a.nd from other -people. 

For the psychological habit of holding one's self ap3.rt from 

unfriendly surroundint;s becomes a. habit of soci.al relations. 

Perhaps it is true that there has rea.ll y never been v,~ry 

much to do in this country except work . Durii1g the period of 

colonization, idleness may have be::m a threat to the develo11ing 

e conomy and a sin against God. But the Prot,~stant work "?.thic is 

the outgrowth of more than material ne0d and religious belief. 

We have ~rorked in order to distract ourselves from the fact 

that there are so few resources here for productive and satisfying 

le:i.sur.~. '.'!e have created a ,;,hole society which is a.-pparently 

a.bl e to go on forever distracting itself with obj?cts a.nd 

inventions. 

1. According to this author, when and where h a.s the c:i.vilj_z ,~d 
life exis:ted in this country? 

2, According to th1s s-3 l8ctlon, the hard work and cleverness 
formex-J.y used topush back t he r>hysica.l front ier is now used 
how? 
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J. "It is a.l r eady so far gon8 in -polluted ugliness that it c2.n 
hardly m2:tter if it is made still uglier." This q_uote is 
an exanipl•?. of wh:i.ch of the following? 

a. Factual statement that CrlYJ be proven or dis proven _ 
b. An o•):Lnion or interpretat i.on 

I+. "By the t.im -:; most imm:"Lgra.nts cc1.me to tho cotmtry, the idea.ls 
of nolitlcal and religious freedom had b e ,m 12.rgely re:placerl 
by a promise of unlimited opportunity to improve th'3 rn:3teri2.l 
conditions of life." This quote is an examT.Jle of which of 
the following? 

a.. Factual sta.tr::ment that can be proven or disproven 
b. An op in .ton or interpretation 

5. "But then, r:i.ght at lhat point, somethinr, in our evolutionary 
mechanism went very ·wrong , and has remained very wrong ever 
since." This quote is an example of which of the following? 

a. Fa.ctua.l sta:tement that can be proven or dis proven 
b. An opinion or interpretation 

THE AEERICAN CHA~ACTF":i 

Henry S. C omrnager 

__ c...har.a.cle_.r_,. ____________ _ 

Perhaps the most common, and the most a.bunda.nt , i s care-

lessness . The America.n is careless in his manners , his dress 

and his address. He is careless a bout his house and garden . 

And he is careless in his social relationships, shuttlinr:; off 

old and taking on new with utmost ca.sualness. 

The Amer:Lcan is, , on the whole, openhanded, generous and 

hospitable. No other peop10 pour so much money into churches , 
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schools, hospitals and other charities. No other has given so 

freely to help less fortunate .people around the globe. While 

it is true that a system of tax. exemptions makes U easy for 

Americans to be gem=:rous, it is suggestive that American tax 

laws are design8d to encourage giving. 

For two centuries visitors from the Old World have paid 

tribute to American hospitality. The American - as Denis Bro

gan has observed - was the first to make the term "stranger" 

a . word of welcome. Along with mat erial g,merosity went the 

quality or' not holding a grudge, It is not without importance 

that America achieved nat i onalism without turning to national 

enmity, Americ .3ns did not nurse a grudge against Britain in 

the nineteenth century, nor have they been hostile toward 

Germany or Japan in the twentieth. 

Though they ha.ve won most of their wars, they have never 

_im_p.o_s_ed_a v~nge.f___ul_~"' uo the defeated. Southerners fanc 

that the North imposed a ''Punic pev.ce" upon them in 186 5. But 

the fact is that 1-1hen the war was over, no one los t his life 

beca.use of the ·rebellion arid South.arners were back in Congress 

1vithin a year after the l ast battle was fought. Compare this 

with what h2,p:pened to unsuccessful rebels in Scotland, Ireland, 

France, Italy, S:pa'.in, Cuba or Russi8. in mcxlern times. 

Much of American generosity spr ings from gocxl fortune and 

abundance. Th·:;se cJccount too for a third American trait: self-

indulgence. The t merican dearly loves comfort and is a.cquirine; 
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a taste for luxur.:y. He J)2.mp,~rs himself, his ,,rife and his children. 

He rides instead of walking; overheats his house, his office and 

even his car. He thinks hi_mself entit led to frequent and long 

vacations - to summers in tbe North Woods and winters in Florida. 

He spends enough on Tobacco, liquors and. cosmetics to pay off t he 

national debt. What :i.s achieved by the ciga.ret·t-:~, the vacation 

in Florida., the electric mixer a.nd the new car is happiness, 

One of the more likeable American traits is gregariousness. 

It is doubtless a J)roduct of a frontier environment where men 

b:>nded together to conquer nature and isola:tion. Arrierica.ns like 

to clo things togeth·?.r and they tak,:l comfort in numh3rs. They 

are the world's most enthusiastic joiners. The American tends 

to distrust the man who lives to hj_mself, who prefers re2>.ding 

to conversG;tj_on on a bus or plane, and who does not join fra-

tern1U.es or clubs. 

On one t.caH. almost all Euronea.n critics are agre ,~d: material ism . 

Is the American in fact more materialistic than his European 

cousins? Perhaps be is m,~rely more,~ honest. He is intensely 

aware of the mat·?.rial world in 1-rhich he 1i v<;s, the world of 

nature abund"lnce, the world of industry and business. He is 

conscious too of size 8.nd s-pacs. Nor should it be forgotten that 

the process of becoming American was :i..n r,art one of identificat:i.on 

with the natural environment. 

History, too, emphasizes material considerations. If the 

new nation was to preservG its independence and rea.lize its d emo-



cratic 110-l':mtials, it had to grow and grow fast, No wonder the 

Ame rican has always been fascinated by size a nd fj_[sur2s. No 

wonder he ta.kes _pride in the largest lakes 2.nd the tallest trees. 

It is fair to add that fascin~tion with material f_'.;rowth has not 

in f act mad e the American more materialistic than the Frenchman 

or the G ,:_,:rman . 

The Amerj_c an is confidant and self -confldent. He is a yes-· 

sayer to life. Yet self-confj_dence melts '?.asily into self-satis

faction and +,his into self-importance, and the AmeI'ican has 

i·athe r more tha.n his sha.re of both. He believes his country 

has reached t he heights of civilizat ions and that the "American 

way of life" i s a moral r a ther t han mere ly a soci31 condition. 

The Am2ric2n c onstantly says he enjoys the highest ste .. ndB.rd of 

l:l.vi n;; , though the Scandanavia.n countcies and Canada. have cJ 

higher one. He says h i s medicine is the b2st in th8 world, 

though his country is eleventh in infant mortalities. He t h inks 

his form of g overnment is wHhout d oubt the best, though not one 

copy it. 

This attHud.e exriress~s a d eeper t ra it: the habit of suppas ing 

that the .Anier:i.cans are better-than -:;,ve r age people , tha t th2y are 

somehmr free from the limitations of history. The American 

coniratula.tes h imself on his beli,~f in 1_)oliti.c2.l and social 

equa lity even ,,h ile excluding one-tenth of tlY:' neop1e from the 

bencfi ts o.f equality. If ther!J are· embara.ssing chapters in his 
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history, h,-:: ignores them. Other nat ions may want · to expand t heir 

control , but not the .American. Ousting the Ind ia.n, the Spaniard, 

and. the tf:exican somehow clrn'::sn't count. Other nations are mili -

tar is tic but not t he Unit~cl St':l..tes, ev-:m though it engaged i n 

half a dozen m2.. jor i,:a1.'s and, during the nin'.;t2enth c entury , almost 

contlnuous I nd j_an wars. 

6_. According to Commager, wha.t do~s th ~ American hav2 "more 
than his share" of? 

7, According to Commager , Hhat accounts for Am2r ican s e lf
indulgence? 

8 . " . and S ouU1e:cners were back in 
after t lv_:; l a.st battl-2 was fou ,~ht ." 
of wh i ch of the fo l lowing ? 

Cong ress within a yaar 
This quote is an example 

a.. Factual statement '.•rhich can be proven . or dis proven 
b. An opinion or int·3rpretatio!1 

9 . 11 
•• not one of the some fifty new nations formed since 

1950 bas seen fit to cony (th9 A:r.erican form of 0overnme nt). 11 

This q_ uvte is an exa.m1)l e of Hhich of the following? 
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b. An opinion or internretati.on 

10 , "One of the more lika.lil.e o:f American tra.i.ts j s greg;ffious 
ness. " This quot ,; is an exam,)le of wh i..c h of t he following? 

a. Fa.ctual stat ement that can be prove n or dis proven 
b. An opinion or intP.rpretation 

11, " ( Amer:lc'.'LJ :i s e l eventh i.n infant mortal ities ." This quote 
i s an exampl e of which of U1e following? 

a. Fa ctual s t atement that c an be prove n or disproven 
b. An-opinion or interpretation 

12 . " (Ma.ny Am'.'lricans , as a r;roup) spend enoug h on tobacco, 
l iquors a nd cosm2.tic s to :p2.y off the m:tional debt. " This 
quot~ is a.n exa.mpJ.e of wh ich of t he following? 



a. F'actual sta. tement vrhi.ch can be -proven or dis proven 
b. An opinion or interpreta.tion 

13. " .... the :process of b ecomi_r,g American wa.s in n,3,rt one of 
id·2ntificati.on i-ri. th the natural environment." This quote 
is an example of Hhich Of the following? 

a. Factua.l statement that can be proven or dis:proven 
b. An opini..on or interpretation 

14. A fl2Y in some articles is the t3ndency to civ ,~rgeneralize. 
Does Aldridge overgeneralize? 

a. Y2s, 
b. No 

If you ar:.swered "Yes", give two examples from his selectioc1 
to support your answer. 

a. · Y9s 
b. f'To 

If you answered "Y es", g ive two examples from his selection 
to suppo:L't your ans 1,wr. 

16 . U.sted below are several topic s th2t mi;-;ht be disc11ssed in 
relation to Americans ;,nd th83.r b8h3vioc . Circ l e th ,~ letter 
·before each topic Uv1t both authors discuss in thei.r analys r~s 
of American Character. 

a. Material ism ( 
• .L J. l,em 37) 

b . Selfishness 

c. Spirituality 

d. Over-confidence 

e . Social relation with fellow Americans ( Hem J3) 

f, Luxury ( item 39 ) 
J 

g . Identificati.on with environment ( it '.:)m 11,0) 

h, Gene rosH,y 

i. Attitud es toward the bom8 ( item 41) 
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Ans·,Jer the following c1uestions on the pa,p:;r provldr:::d. 
number your ans'·!e :Cs as the g_uestions are nrnflb"')red. 

u . .ue sure to · 

17. Discuss as concisely a,s possible the similarities and/or 
differences in the authors ' vie,-rs on '3ach of the to11ics you 
selectad :Ln Question ,#16. Be sure the lett:sr accompanying 
that tor,ic ~1so accomDan:Les your discussion of thsir views 
on that topic. 

18. Based upon these two selections, what conclusion can the 
rea.d2r come to concerning America.n Charact'.e;r? 

19, What are your reasons for reaching this conclusion? 
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